Abstract-The classification of medical images and illustrations from the biomedical literature is important for automated literature review, retrieval, and mining. Although deep learning is effective for large-scale image classification, it may not be the optimal choice for this task as there is only a small training dataset. We propose a combined deep and handcrafted visual feature (CDHVF) based algorithm that uses features learned by three fine-tuned and pretrained deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) and two handcrafted descriptors in a joint approach. We evaluated the CDHVF algorithm on the ImageCLEF 2016 Subfigure Classification dataset and it achieved an accuracy of 85.47%, which is higher than the best performance of other purely visual approaches listed in the challenge leaderboard. Our results indicate that handcrafted features complement the image representation learned by DCNNs on small training datasets and improve accuracy in certain medical image classification problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE indispensable role of digital medical imaging in modern healthcare has resulted in a proliferation of digital images in electronic biomedical publications. These images vary in the degree of noise, spatial resolution, contrast, image intensity and there is marked anatomical variability across modalities but also within modalities related the region being examined. The large image data repository and the image quality pose major challenges for image retrieval, review and assimilation for clinical care and research. Hence there has been considerable research directed at image classification to improve data mining in this area [1] . A number of investigators have reported solutions, in which visual feature extraction plays a pivotal role [2] - [4] .
Commonly used visual features include single descriptors for color, texture and shape and combined descriptors, such as the fuzzy color texture histograms [5] and color edge direction descriptor [6] . Pelka et al. [7] combined different visual descriptors into a more discriminatory one. Megalooikonomou et al. [8] used the depth-first string and Prfer encoding to obtain the symbolic string representation of a trees branching topology for the classification of tree-like structures in medical images. Recently, the bag-of-features (BoF) model has been used extensively [9] - [13] . Lazebnik et al. [12] proposed an extension to the BoF, called the spatial pyramid matching (SPM), which uses the spatial order of local descriptors by partitioning an image into segments in different scales and computing the BoF histogram within each segment. Yang et al. [9] further improved upon this approach by computing a spatial-pyramid image representation based on sparse coding scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) descriptors. Wang et al. [10] presented a simple but effective coding scheme, called the locality-constrained linear coding (LLC), to replace vector quantization. Although BoF and its variants are widely used, they suffer from inadequate ability to characterize images and lack of robust structures upon visual words [11] . To overcome these drawbacks, Xie et al. [11] combined texture and edge-based local features at the feature extraction level and built geometric visual phrases to model spatial context for midlevel image representation.
Despite these improvements, the classification of medical images according to the different modalities by which they were produced and the classification of illustrations according to their production attributes are the most challenging image classification problems. As an example (see Fig. 1 ), in the separation of images from computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR) imaging scanners: (1) Both CT and MR are anatomical imaging techniques that provide the information about structure in the body parts that are imaged. Hence, these images share many visual similarities and non-professionals can have difficulty in separating them. (2) Images from the same modality will differ depending upon the anatomical location and individual variability. The intra-class variation and inter-class similarity [14] pose major challenges for this image classification problem. (3) Image spatial resolution, dynamic range and contrast are usually degraded by the publication process. In Fig. 1 , there are two adjacent CT and MR images. From the visual appearance, the CT brain is more similar to the MR brain but if grouped by modality the brain images should be grouped with the counterpart upper abdominal scan.
Since Hinton's breakthroughs [15] in ImageNet 2012 [16] , [17] , deep learning techniques have won this image classification challenge each year since. Deep learning techniques are widely acknowledged as a powerful tool for image classification and development has continued. Wu et al. [18] developed a convolutional neural network (CNN) for natural image classification and auto-annotation. Xu et al. [19] combined deep learning with multi-instance learning for medical image analysis. Deep models have distinct advantages over traditional solutions: (1) they provide a uniform feature extraction-classification framework to free users from troublesome handcrafted feature extraction and (2) they are particularly suitable for solving large-scale learning problems. These techniques have some drawbacks: (1) they can hardly use heuristics to guide feature extraction for each specific task due to the automated feature learning and (2) they may suffer from over-fitting when the training dataset is not large enough.
Due to the time-consuming nature of medical image annotation, medical image classification problems usually have a relatively small training dataset. We suggest that, when deep models are applied to small-sample learning problems, they should be regularized by the visual descriptors extracted with the guidance of heuristics. Many investigators have explored neural network-based image representation and its connection to handcrafted features. Jarrett et al. [20] studied learning filter banks in an unsupervised and supervised manner and concluded that unsupervised pre-training followed by supervised refinement produces good classification accuracy on the Caltech-101 and MNIST datasets. Richard and Gall [21] proposed a transformation of the standard BoF model into a neural network, enabling [22] - [24] .
In this paper, we propose a combined deep and handcrafted visual feature (CDHVF) based algorithm to classify diagnostic medical images and illustrations in the biomedical literature. We fine tune three pre-trained deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) to extract deep features and estimate the BoF and local binary patterns (LBP) [25] as handcrafted visual features. We apply the principal component analysis (PCA) [26] to each of five features for dimension reduction. We sample a fixed number of feature components from each type, to avoid the imbalance due to different sizes of feature types and then use them to train a back-propagation neural network (BPNN) as a weak classifier. We classify each image using an ensemble classifier, in which the weight of each weak classifier is determined by its performance on the validation dataset. We compare our CDHVF algorithm to the six best-performing solutions in the ImageCLEF 2016 Subfigure Classification Challenge on the challenge dataset [27] .
II. DATA SET
The ImageCLEF 2016 Subfigure Classification dataset contains 6776 training and 4166 test images saved in JPEG format, from 18 categories of diagnostic images and 12 categories of illustrative tables and figures. The improved ad-hoc hierarchy with 30 categories, including diagnostic images and illustrations, was created based on the work of Muller et al. [28] . These images, tables and figures are derived from the biomedical literature and distributed, in their original format, by PubMed Central 1 [27] , [29] . Examples from each category with the full name and category acronym are shown in Fig. 2 . The distribution of training and testing images over all categories is given in Table I and emphasizes that the ImageCLEF 2016 dataset is highly unbalanced and diverse. 
III. METHOD
Our CDHVF algorithm has four main steps: (1) fine tuning three pre-trained DCNN models for deep feature extraction, (2) calculating the BoF and LBP descriptors on each image, (3) reducing the dimension of each feature type using PCA, and (4) the joint use of deep and handcrafted visual descriptors to train a BPNN-based ensemble classifier for image classification. A diagram that summarizes the algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 .
A. Deep Feature Extraction
We use three pre-trained DCNN models -the Caffe-ref [30] , VGG-f [31] and VGG-19 [32] -for feature extraction. As shown in Fig. 4 , Caffe-ref, a reference implementation of AlexNet [16] , contains five convolutional layers and three pooling layers, followed by three fully connected layers with 4096, 4096 and 1000 neurons, respectively. VGG-f also comprises five convolutional layers, three pooling layers and three fully connected layers, but has a different number of filters. VGG-19 is a deeper architecture, containing as many as 16 convolutional layers with small filters of size 3 × 3, five pooling layers and three fully connected layers with 4096, 4096 and 1000 neurons, respectively. Each model takes an input image of size 224 × 224 × 3, generates a prediction vector of 1000 dimension, and has previously been trained on the ImageNet training set, which is a 1000-category large-scale natural image database. To adapt these models to our 30-category image classification problem, we first randomly select 30 neurons in the last fully connected layer and remove the other output neurons and the weights attached to them. Then, we resize our training images into 224 × 224 × 3 using the bicubic interpolation [33] and input them to each model for fine tuning. We set the maximum iteration number to 200 and choose the min-batch stochastic gradient descent with a batch size of 50 as the optimizer. Since our training set is smaller than one 2000th of the ImageNet dataset, we set the learning rate as small as 0.0001 and further reduce it by one-tenth every 20 epochs, aiming to prevent the models from over-fitting. We also randomly choose 20% of the training images to form a validation set and terminate the training process even before reaching the maximum iteration number, if the error on the other 80% of the training images continues to decline and the error on the validation set stops decreasing. We define the output of the second last layer of each fine-tuned DCNN model as a 4096-dimensional deep feature.
B. Handcrafted Feature Extraction
We use the BoF [13] and LBP [25] descriptors to characterize each image. The BoF, used as a vector of occurrence counts of local descriptors over a visual vocabulary, can be calculated in three steps. Initially, the speeded-up robust feature (SURF) algorithm [34] is used to detect key points and generate a 128-dimensional descriptor for each key point based on its neighboring gradients. Vector quantization [35] is then used to assign SURF descriptors to K B oF clusters, referred to as a visual vocabulary. Then the distribution of SURF descriptors over the visual vocabulary is counted as the BoF descriptor.
The computation of the LBP texture descriptor also consists of three steps [25] . For each pixel, its eight neighbors are first followed along a circle and the pixels value is used to threshold each neighbors value, resulting in eight binary numbers. Those binary numbers are then concatenated to form an 8-bit-coded an integer, which takes a value from the set {0, 1, . . . , 255}. Next, the histogram of the frequency of each integer occurring over the entire image is counted as a 256-dimensional LBP descriptor.
C. Feature Dimension Reduction
For each image, there are three groups of deep model learned features, a BoF descriptor and a LBP descriptor with dimension ranging from 256 to 4096. We use PCA to reduce the dimension of the features on a group-by-group basis to avoid possible bias caused by the unbalanced dimensions of feature groups. Let the i-th group of mean-subtracted features be denoted by F We project features into a lower-dimensional space spanned by the first L i eigenvectors, such that the sum of the corresponding eigenvalues is above p% of the sum of all eigenvalues. The parameter p controls the dimension of obtained features.
D. Classification via Ensemble Learning
We construct an ensemble classifier to us the five groups of features jointly. For the i-th group of dimension-reduced features F (i) L i N , the importance of each feature component is defined as
We sample m feature components from each feature type using the roulette wheel selection based on the importance ρ ij . Next, we concatenate the sampled feature components to form a 5m-dimensional combined feature and use the combined features extracted on 80% of the training data, which is randomly selected to train a one-hidden-layer BPNN [36] as a weak classifier h t . In the weak classifier, the activation function of hidden and output neurons is the optimal logistic sigmoid function, and the number of hidden layer neurons is set to
where N I = 5m and N O = 30 are the numbers of input and output neurons. The trained BPNN is then tested on the other 20% of the training data, the validation set, and achieves a classification error ε t . We repeat this process T times to generate T BPNN classifiers. Thus, the ensemble classifier can be formally defined as
where the weight α t is calculated as
E. Parameter Settings
The parameters in our CDHVF algorithm are roughly categorized as DCNN parameters and parameters related to feature dimension reduction and ensemble learning. Given that we choose pre-trained DCNN models, we can only fine tune their kernels and weights, but not their architecture and other parameters. Thus we focus on using the validation dataset, to empirically determine the settings of the second group of parameters.
The dimension of the BoF is determined by K B oF , the size of the visual vocabulary. We set K B oF to different values, keep other parameters unchanged and plot the classification accuracy of the validation dataset in Fig. 5 . It shows that our CDHVF algorithm achieves the highest accuracy of 88.04% when visual vocabulary size is 500. Thus we empirically set the size of the visual vocabulary to 500. (K B oF = 500).
The number of principal components in a PCA-based dimension reduction is usually determined by a threshold over the accumulated eigenvalues. In Fig. 6 , we show the classification accuracy on the validation set over this threshold when other parameters are unchanged. It reveals that setting the threshold to 97% of the sum of all eigenvalues leads to the highest accuracy, and using fewer principal components is worse than not using the PCA-based dimension reduction at all.
The next parameter m is the number of features sampled from each feature group. In Table II , the classification accuracy when m is set to different values is shown and sampling 50 feature components (m = 50) from each feature group has the highest accuracy. If the number of sampled handcrafted visual and / or deep features changes, then the accuracy is reduced.
The next critical parameter T is the number of weak BPNN classifiers used in the ensemble learning. We search this value from 1 to 60, and plot the variation of classification accuracy on the validation set in Fig. 7 . Although the accuracy fluctuates, it generally improves with the increase of T. We empirically use 50 weaker classifiers (T = 50), since this setting has the highest accuracy. Further increases offer little gain in performance but a marked increase in computational complexity.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We assessed the performance improvement from our joint use of deep and handcrafted visual features across three groups of image descriptors. The first group had two handcrafted features -the BoF and LBP. The second group had the image representation learned by a fully-trained DCNN and the handcrafted features. The third group comprised the image representations learned by three fine-tuned and pre-trained DCNNs and the joint combination of three pre-trained DCNN features and two handcrafted features.
We constructed the fully-trained DCNN based on the LeNet-5 model (see Fig. 8 ) [37] . This DCNN has 11 learnable layers -4 convolutional layers, 4 pooling layers and 3 fully connected layers. We set the initial learning rate to 0.01 and reduced it by one-tenth every 30 epochs; set the maximum iteration number to 600; chose the batch training style with the batch size of 200 and adopt the default settings of Vedaldi and Lenc [38] for the other parameters of momentum and weight decay. For each input image patch of size 128 × 128 × 3, we concatenated the output of the tenth layer into a 128-dimensional deep feature and used it to replace the features learned by the three pre-trained DCNNs in our CDHVF algorithm.
The classification accuracy on the 4166 test images is shown in Table III . The image representations learned by the pretrained DCNNs produced more accurate classification than the handcrafted features. The fully-trained DCNNs, however, performed worse than the handcrafted features. The features learned by the fully-trained DCNN, when used alone or jointly with other handcrafted features, performed worse than the features learned by each pre-trained DCNN, although the Cafferef and VGG-f models have only eight learnable layers. These findings show that the training dataset is too small to train an 11-layer DCNN and that pre-trained DCNNs can transfer the knowledge of image representation learned from large-scale natural image datasets to diagnostic images and illustrations used for this study. In addition, the joint use of three types of deep features and two handcrafted features, had a substantially better classification accuracy.
The confusion matrix of the CDHVF algorithm on the test dataset is shown in Fig. 9 . In this matrix, an element (row:i, col:j) represents the percentage of images in the true category i that were classified into the category j, and the diagonal elements depict the accuracy of classifying each category. The CDHVF algorithm performed well on major categories, such as DMFL, DMLI, DVDM and GFIG, but is prone to classifying images from minor categories, such as DSEC, DSEM and GMAT, mistakenly into major categories, such as GFIG. This misclassification can be ascribed to: (1) The training dataset is unbalanced. The category GFIG contains 2954 images, which account for almost 43.6% of all the 6776 training images of 30 categories, whereas minor categories, such as DSEC, DSEE, DSEM, GMAT and GPLI, have less than 20 training samples. (2) There are inter-class similarities in the dataset. The categories, DSEC, DSEM and GMAT, have many visual similarities with the major category GFIG, as shown in Fig. 10 . Thus it is problematic to correctly classify these minor categories with handcrafted features, deep learning methods or our method.
In Table IV , we listed the classification accuracy for each category of images using handcrafted features, end-to-end DCNN models and the CDHVF algorithm. The highest classification accuracy was highlighted in bold. "#Top 1" in the bottom row represents the number of categories, in which one algorithm ranked first. Our CDHVF algorithm performed the best or tied for the best in 15 out of 30 categories when compared to the three end-to-end DCNN models, where the top rates were 5, 5 and 8 of 30.
We also compared the accuracy of the CDHVF algorithm to the competition results of the ImageCLEF 2016 Subfigure Classification Challenge. In this Challenge there were three subproblems, which allowed participants to use visual, textual and mixed information. Since not using any textual information, we compared our CDHVF algorithm to the best-performing solutions that used visual information only. The classification accuracy is shown in Table V . The top two performances in this challenge (3rd and 4th rows) were obtained by a team using a pre-trained 152-layer ResNet and 11 types of handcrafted visual descriptors with feature engineering, respectively. Our CDHVF algorithm, in comparison, achieved a slightly higher accuracy using three DCNN models with less than 20 learnable layers and two types of handcrafted features.
V. DISCUSSION

A. Stability of the Proposed Algorithm
Suppose the percentage of correctly classified test data by the CDHVF algorithm, denoted by a random variable X, follows a Gaussian distribution N (μ, σ 2 ). Let the highest accuracy of other purely visual approaches shown in the challenge leaderboard be a reference, which is regarded as unchanging, since only the best performance of the corresponding method was announced in the challenge leaderboard. We performed the proposed algorithm 20 times independently, and obtained 20 observations of X, whose sample mean is μ = 85.4735 and sample standard deviation is σ = 0.003. Then, the probability of our algorithm achieving a classification accuracy higher than the reference accuracy (85.38%) can be calculated as
where
Applying the value of μ and σ to (5) and (6), we have P {X > 85.38%} = 95.6%. Hence, although its performance improvement is minor, our CDHVF algorithm is more accurate than the best-performing purely visual approach in the challenge with a probability of 95.6%. 
B. Performance on Smaller-Sample Learning Problems
We randomly selected 80%, 60% and 40% of the training data to determine the effectiveness of the joint use of deep and handcrafted visual descriptors, when the training dataset is even smaller. Since there are limited data, it is unwise to fine tune a very deep pre-trained DCNN. Hence, we chose a fully-trained DCNN. Fig. 10 shows the classification accuracy obtained when using the BoF, LBP, deep features and our CDHVF algorithm. As expected, reducing the number of training images leads deep models to more severe over-fitting, which results in a substantial drop in accuracy. The reduction in accuracy is smaller for handcrafted features as there is lower dependence on the number of training data. The joint use of deep and handcrafted features, showed a 4.5% decline in accuracy when compared to the 9.2% reduction with a fully-trained DCNN, when the training dataset is 40% of the total (see Fig. 11 ). These results show that the joint approach helps alleviate the deep model over-fitting when there is a small learning dataset.
C. Combination of Deep and Handcrafted Features
In Fig. 12 we show that regardless of the pair of deep and handcrafted visual features, the joint approach always improves the image classification accuracy. 
D. Dimension of Deep Features
In each pre-trained DCNN, the second last layer consists of 4096 neurons, which result in 4096-dimensional deep features. Such a high dimension increases the complexity and difficulty of classification. We reduced the number of neurons in this layer to 512 in an attempt to generate low-dimensional deep features. When the number of neurons is reduced, it impairs the image representation ability of the pre-trained DCNN models and results in lower accuracy (see Fig. 13 ). Therefore we suggest the pre-trained models are not changed.
E. Performance Gap Between Validation and Test Sets
In this study, the test dataset contained many images that were not visually similar to the images in the training dataset and examples from DRPE and DRXR are shown in Fig. 14 . To adopt the early stop strategy and empirically determine parameter settings, we randomly sampled 20% of the training images as the validation data, which meant that the validation dataset was similar to the training dataset rather than the test dataset. Therefore, on the validation dataset we achieved an 88.04% classification accuracy, which is higher than that achieved on the testing set.
F. Computational Complexity
Although we used pre-trained DCNN models, the time taken to fine tune the models and perform visual feature extraction, dimension reduction and ensemble learning was not trivial. We Table VI we outline the time cost of the various steps. The bulk of the time is consumed during the offline training. However, using the trained model to classify a test image is relatively fast, as it takes about 1.2 second on average.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented findings using our CDHVF algorithm that jointly uses deep and handcrafted features to classify diagnostic images and illustrations in the biomedical literature. The algorithm had a classification accuracy of 85.47% on the ImageCLEF 2016 Subfigure Classification dataset, which is higher than the best performance of other purely visual approaches listed in the challenge leaderboard. We found that the BoF and LBP complemented the image representation learned by DCNNs and that two features were better than using a single one. The CDHVF algorithm performed slightly better than a pre-trained 152-layer ResNet [39] and substantially better than the method reported by Koitka and Friedrich with 11 handcrafted visual descriptors and feature engineering [39] . The pretrained DCNNs were able to transfer the knowledge of image representation learned from large-scale natural image datasets to specific image classification tasks and outperformed fullytrained DCNN models. The main limitation of the pre-trained DCNN models was the high dimension of the deep features. However, we addressed this with PCA-based dimension reduction and ensemble learning. In future work, we will explore further improvements to our CDHVF algorithm through data augmentation methods to reduce the inaccuracy caused by unbalanced data, the addition or more visual features and better ways to reduce the dimensions of the features.
